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PITA, as an Association of Members, many of whom
have connections with Greater Manchester, stands
united with those affected by the senseless actions of
one man when he attacked an innocent crowd at the
Manchester Arena on Monday 22 May 2017. Words
cannot express the pain felt by all those caught up in
this latest atrocity, and our thoughts and prayers go
out to all concerned by this and earlier outrages
around the World. 
The black ribbon has become a potent symbol of both
sorrow and solidarity for all affected by these acts of
terrorism, while the worker bee symbolises
Manchester’s hard-working past, particularly during
the Industrial Revolution.
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The drying results of coated paper or board are influenced by
many process variables. The majority of them are not measurable
online. However, the knowledge of crucial process variables is
important not only for reduction of operational costs, but also
for final paper quality. The position of first and second critical
concentration (FCC and SCC) and evaporation rate at their area
dominates quality results. Regarding barrier coating, the glass
transition temperature for polymer coating is a significant factor
for drying speed below and above this temperature.

Ircon together with CF ProcSim have developed a simulation
tool IDS (Ircon Drying Simulation) where different types of
drying equipment can be tailored and varied in size and location.
The coating properties and other process data are part of this
simulation. The program predicts the end-results as well as the
status at any point between the application of the coating and the
end of the drying section. 

The dryer simulator is a mathematical copy of physical, tech-
nical and technological parameters and functions of the real
equipment. Physical simulation opens wide a window on the pro-
cess and enables continuous evaluation of drying process vari-
ables. The process information derived from existing
measurement instrumentation by physical simulation improves
dryer performance far beyond the classical optimisation methods. 

The IDS consists of two segments: assembler and simulator.
The task of the first segment is to assemble a drying line using
pre-tuned physical models of drying equipment stored and
maintained in a library. The task of the second one is to simu-
late heat and mass transfer together with evaporation in the MD
direction.

In addition to paper properties, the coating properties like
porosity, capillarity, steam diffusion, sorption heat and other sim-
ilar parameters define results of the drying process. Coating
recipes are saved in a freely configurable library.

The simulated results are graphically displayed for each
equipment model in several forms.
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Digitalisation brings transparency into the
drying of coated paper

Peter Fisera
(CF ProcSim GmbH)

Thomas Björnberg
(Ircon AB)
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Figure 1. Assembler of drying line

Figure 2. Simulator of drying line 

Figure 3: Heat and mass detail flows for gas IR dryer. 
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To increase energy efficiency and at the same time maintain
or even improve paper quality using lower-cost coating compo-
nents, the knowledge of drying kinetics is an essential
requirement. IDS is an efficient tool for optimising, upgrading
or rebuilding of coating machines. This is especially true for
modern, wide-span coating machines with high production rates.

Optimisation of the drying process using IDS results is a signif-
icant improvement of drying performance and reduction of op-
erational costs.
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Figure 4: The similar results for air dryer.

Figure 5: The old but efficient demonstration of energy
distribution using Sankey diagrams is a powerful tool to evaluate
efficiency. 

Figure 6: Working point position of particular equipment gives a
good idea about equipment functionality

Figure 7. The graphical form of physical functions completes
simulation of drying process 


